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DESTINATIONS - PORTUGAL

BEM-VINDOS
JEWISH TOURISM IN PORTUGAL

PORTUGAL HAS BEEN ON THE MAP LATELY, WITH 
CELEBRITIES MOVING TO LISBOA, EXPATS TO ALGARVE, 
AND THE COUNTRY RANKING HIGH IN GLOBAL TRAVEL 
GUIDES. BUT THERE’S MORE TO PORTUGAL THAN JUST 
FUN, FOOD AND FADOS. THERE’S A RICH JEWISH PAST 

THAT IS NOW PRESENT AND FUTURE.

BY ELYSE GLICKMAN 

The narrow streets within Portugal’s Jewish quarters exude charm
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PORTUGAL: A NEW AGE OF EXPLORATION
Portugal is hot, and not only because it was anointed by glossy travel 
magazines and organizations as a “World’s Leading Destination.” It fits 
all of the mandatory requirements—from its mild climate and family 
friendliness to its dynamic food and restaurant culture, chic fashion and 
design shopping, and historic sites tied to the “Age of Exploration.
While representatives from its government and the travel sector 
acknowledge its history had not always been kind to its Jewish population, 
most notably, during the Inquisition, today’s Jewish travelers may be 
surprised—and delighted—to learn that Portugal is one of the world’s 
most Jewish-friendly countries.

EMERGING FROM THE SHADOWS OF THE PAST
Gabriel Steinhardt, president of the Lisbon Jewish Community, noted during 
a promotional visit to Los Angeles in early 2018 that the presence of hate 
groups and public anti-Semitic rhetoric today is negligible compared with 
other Western European countries. Prior to the Portuguese Inquisition, 
20% of its inhabitants were Jewish. As a result, Portuguese citizens and 
people of Portuguese descent have realized in recent years the possibility 
of Jewish roots thriving within their family trees. 
Steinhardt added to this argument through a slide detailing Lisbon’s 
present-day Sephardic and Ashkenazi population, which took shape 
through refugees who came to Portugal during World War II and set 

The former Carmo Convent, felled by a 1755 
earthquake, now serves as a gateway to Chiado, 
one of Lisbon’s most fashionable neighborhoods.

Torre Belem anchors one of Lisbon’s most 
historically significant quarters.

A large menorah in front of Belmonte’s synagogue 
serves as a welcoming beacon for Jewish visitors. 

down roots. Although dictator António de Oliveira Salazar decreed that 
no Jews or dissidents would be granted passage to Portugal, mainly to 
appease Hitler, other government officials risked their lives and careers 
to bring refugees to safety. The best known is Aristides de Sousa Mendes, 
Portuguese consul general in Bordeaux, who issued an estimated 30,000 
visas and passports to Jews fleeing France in 1940. Carlos Sampaio 
Garrido, serving as Portugal’s ambassador in Budapest, was credited for 
getting an estimated 1,000 Hungarian Jews out of danger in 1944. Both 
are memorialized at Yad Vashem’s Righteous Among Nations.
Natan Peres, Lisbon Jewish Community’s chief rabbi, added that outside 
of Israel, Portugal was one of the most “Jewish of European cultural 
experiences,” thanks to the resilience and curiosity of the population. 
“Portuguese Jews were among the first to settle in Amsterdam and other 
parts of Europe with the Diaspora, and the first set up communities 
in Brazil, the Caribbean, and what became the U.S.,” he detailed. “We 
introduced coffee to the world, chocolate to France, and started a few 
revolutions in the process. In more recent times, Portugal has become 
a land of rediscovery for Sephardic Jews… and any Jew interested in 
exploring different pockets of Jewish history. It’s so interesting that 
centuries ago, Portuguese explorers and merchants were out discovering 
the world. Now, the world is coming to discover Portugal.”

LEFT ABOVE. Sintra Historical Center - Photo: Estoril Coast Tourism Board

CENTER ABOVE. Café society: Innovative modern cuisine is served against historic backdrops throughout 
Portugal. 

RIGHT ABOVE. Fashionable shopping and scenic tram rides in Lisbon.

RIGHT BELOW. Synagogue, Gil-Porto.

LIGHT AND LIFE IN LISBON
The food tour is my favorite go-to first-day activity when getting 
acquainted with a new city. 
Rose explained that while modern Portuguese food culture envelopes 
the many cultures explorers encountered during the Age of Exploration, 
to get to that point, the Portuguese people had to reconcile their 
ancestors’ actions and beliefs with their own progressive mindset.
“When Portuguese explorers went around the world (starting) in the 
15th century, they encountered many cultures with unique traditions, 
foods, and food sources,” she said. “Therefore, when you are looking for 
things that are ‘typically Portuguese,’ you need to keep your eyes open 
as you will see it is made up of many things that transcend its borders. 
That’s what makes Portuguese food so special. However, we need to be 
mindful of the times we were not. This is why we are starting here, by 
the Star of David monument which pays tribute to those affected by the 
Inquisition.”
She then gestured towards the Igreja de São Domingos and pinpointed 
the watershed moment epitomizing public acceptance of the Inquisition 
in 1506, a year fraught with drought, famine, and plagues driving 
Christians to pray for any kind of salvation.    
“It was here at this church during Easter mass when an earnest 
parishioner pointed out: ‘The face of Christ is being enlightened! It’s 
a miracle showing we are all going to be saved.’ A more pragmatic 
parishioner replied, ‘This is not a miracle, just a sunbeam hitting the 
face of Christ.’ It wasn’t a smart thing to do, as the second man was 
identified as a ‘New Christian,’ or a converted Jew. At that time, the 
Dominicans running the Church were not known for being the most 
tolerant of orders— demonstrated by the fact that they were the ones 
who followed through with the Inquisition. One of the priests placed an 
order on his flock to ‘kill the Jew.’ In the following days, 2,000 Jews were 
rounded up and killed in this area.”
It was a more somber-than-usual start to a lively food tour, but it 
provided Rose a compelling way to turn the conversation towards a 
gradual paradigm shift which enabled Portugal to evolve into one of the 

safest, most tolerant, and cosmopolitan European countries. She pointed 
to our meeting place, the monument erected in 2006 commemorating 
an apology from the Church to the Jewish community, as well as a second 
monument: an olive tree with a marble column, about 30 feet away, with 
that formal apology written in numerous languages. 
That initial taste of Portuguese history served up by a local, rather than a 
tourism or government representative, piqued an even deeper curiosity 
about Lisbon’s many important Jewish sites, both hidden and in full public 
view.
The logical place to continue the exploration is the Jewish Museum 
of Lisbon, an epicenter of history and heritage within the Alfama 
neighborhood, the largest of four Jewish quarters prior to the Inquisition 
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and home to the Shaaré Tikvá Synagogue (www.cilisboa.org). Although the facade 
and entrance of the grand 1904 building face away from Rua Alexandre Herculano, 
by a law decreeing that no other places of worship outside the Catholic Church could 
be openly visible, the still-operating temple represents a moving milestone in the 
Portuguese welcoming their Jewish brethren back into the fold of society. This came 
a century after the government declared an end to Inquisition laws a century earlier, 
according to a guide narrating the story of the synagogue.  
Today, museums and tours around the city’s three other Judiarias proudly affirm 
Jewish heritage is part of Lisbon ś identity. The Museum of Lisboa (Museu de 
Lisboa www.museudelisboa.pt) exhibits a collection of engravings documenting 
the Inquisition and autos-da-fe carried out until the end of the 18th century. The 
Painted Tile Museum (Museu do Azulejo, www.museudoazulejo.gov.pt) presents a 
striking collection of Portuguese azulejos, or tile murals, including some depicting 
dramatic scenes from the Old Testament involving Abraham and Moses. There is also 
a detailed city scene of Lisbon prior to the earthquake of 1755 that nearly leveled the 
city (yet, ironically, made the remains of the four medieval Jewish quarters easier to 
access).
The fashionable Chiado quarter, home to the excellent Palacio Chiado and Pesca 
restaurants, not only overlooks Alfama but also has its own cache of Jewish treasures 
amid its famous Baroque architectural splendor. The jewels of the neighborhood 
are arguably the Teatro Lirico de Sao Carlos and the Museu do Chiado, dedicated to 
19th and 20th-century Portuguese art. A few blocks away, the Museu Arqueologico 
do Carmo (National Museum of Archaeology, www.museunacionalarqueologia.gov.
pt) houses a fascinating collection of tombstones, including the Monchique Stone 
with inscriptions written in Hebrew. 
Barrio Alto, an equally trendy area adjoining Chiado, now sits on land owned by a 
number of prosperous families of Jewish origin during the Age of Exploration.
An exploration of Belem, meanwhile, is best embarked on during the week when 
there are fewer tourists jostling for places in line to access the Tower of Belem 
and Mosteiro dos Jeronimos, both UNESCO World Heritage sites. Less prominent, 

RIGHT ABOVE: The recently-restored Tomar Synagogue is a part of 
the legacy of Polish-Jewish scholar Samuel Schwarz, who took the 
initiative to conduct several excavations with the intention of finding 
traces of the lost community.

LEFT ABOVE. Panorama of Sinta, Portugal.

RIGHT BELOW.  The Lisbon Jewish Memorial (with Sao Domingos Church 
in the background), erected in 2008, stands at the corner of Rossio 
Square. It honors those Jews and converses killed during the massacre 
of 1506.

but equally worthwhile cultural spots on this side of town 
include the Coach Museum (Museu dos Coches, www.
museudoscoches.gov.pt) and the Naval Museum (Museu de 
Marinha ccm.marinha.pt/pt/museu), documenting the world-
changing Portuguese discoveries, many of which went forward 
thanks to the work of Jewish scientists, such as those who 
created the astrolabes that made circumnavigation possible.
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DAYS AND “KNIGHTS”
Two hours northeast of Lisbon, the village of Tomar beckons with a 
spectacular castle and monastery preserving the legacies and legends of 
the Templar Knights. The Knights Templar Castle and adjoining Convent 
of Christ make up an architectural wonderland of secret passages, vivid 
paintings, sprawling green space, and opulent flourishes. Beyond those 
hallowed walls, a guided tour of Tomar reveals that Jews flourished as 
merchants and bankers who helped finance the building of Tomar and 
other areas of Portugal for years before the onset of the Inquisition. The 
town was also a headquarters for the planning of international Portuguese 
ocean voyages that took place during the Age of Exploration.
According to local guide Cecilia, the Templar Knights and the Jews had a 
relationship of mutual respect. Although law dictated Jews had to return 
to the Ghetto (present-day Rua Dr. Joaquim Jacinto) after dark, they 
were allowed to mingle freely during the day among the Knights and 
other residents, do business with them, and benefit from the Knights’ 
protection. In the 15th century, members of the Christ Order supported 
the construction of the town synagogue, close to the city center, church, 
and castle. 
“Tomar was the last to ‘fall’ against the Jews during the Inquisition years,” 
Cecilia explained as we strolled through one of the many magnificent 
courtyards. “King John II, a mathematician and astronomer who respected 
the contribution of the Jewish community, was a big reason why Jews stayed 
protected until King Manuel’s reign a half-century later. As Manuel caved 
to pressure from Queen Isabella, Jewish life disappeared. The synagogue, 
meanwhile, was repurposed as a storage barn, a church, and a prison over 
the centuries.” 
The Praça da República, the town square a five to ten-minute walk from the 
“Old Jewish Street,” is surrounded by a variety of regal buildings from the 
Romanesque, Gothic and Renaissance eras. Historic buildings around its 
perimeter include the 16th century Town Hall as well as the Church of Sao 
Joao Bautista, which has a subtle tombstone dedicated to the memory of a 
prominent Jewish family. Cecilia discussed how King Manuel, well aware of 
the Jews’ contributions to the Portuguese crown, tried to slow the wrath of 
his wife by providing an “opportunity” for families not allowed to go abroad 
to convert to Christianity. Some Jewish families and individuals quietly paid 
King Manuel to go and settle abroad.
As a long-time Jewish resident and her dog kept a casual watch over the 
Rua Dr. Joaquim Jacinto, we headed towards the Old Synagogue, which 

was being remodeled for its new incarnation as the Museu Luso-Hebraico 
de Abraão Zacuto (Abraham Zacuto Luso Museum, www.cm-tomar.pt). 
Cecilia details that in 1921, the Portuguese government designated the 
Old Synagogue as a historic monument, and when Polish-Jewish scholar 
Samuel Schwarz took ownership in 1923, he conducted several excavations 
to find traces of the lost community. In a twist of fate the Knights would 
be proud of, the Portuguese government granted Schwarz and his wife 
citizenship during the height of World War II after he donated the building 
to the government on the condition it be converted into a museum.

A TEMPTING HOMECOMING 
If you end up falling in love with Portugal, you may be able to set down 
roots there if you can prove Portuguese ancestry or have the wherewithal 
to invest in the country’s future. Representatives from the Portuguese 
consulate and Jewish community at the Los Angeles conference also 
discussed the country’s ambitious plans to sustain the current welcoming 
climate through Jewish tourism, investment, and a Portuguese Law of 
Return for Jews (www.sephardicjewsportugal.com) enacted in 2015.
It’s a message that has already reached many Sephardic Jewish people 
in the U.S. and elsewhere. Maria João Lopes Cardoso, Consul General of 
Portugal, confirmed 12,000 have applied for Portuguese citizenship, and 
2,000 have already received it.
Lopes Cardoso also gamely shared a few interesting facts about Jewish 
influences on Portugal’s culinary landscape. Kosher wine production 
thrives in Belmonte wineries. Portuguese Jewish families who stayed and 
lived as Crypto-Jews used a tweak in their chorizo recipe as a way to blend 
in with the Gentiles. Like their neighbors, they hung their sausages to dry in 
their windows after adding generous quantities of garlic and smoking them 
but quietly swapped the pork out with poultry. 
“Chicken chorizo is still around today, and I personally prefer it,” she 
affirmed.  
“I am personally very excited about the uptick in interest among Jewish 
people in coming to Portugal,” concluded Ana Mendes Godinho, Portuguese 
Secretary of Tourism, referring to her discovery of Jewish roots in her family 
tree and the observed collective pride among Portuguese of its standing 
as Europe’s most welcoming countries, particularly towards Jews. “We are 
vested in turning its past into its present and future by connecting other 
Jewish communities throughout the world, thereby making amends with 
the past.” A

Sintra’s alluring, brightly colored Pena Palace and winding streets give way to more subtle landmarks 
revealing how Jewish communities thrived in past centuries.
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